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Moon Chase and the sequel, 
Moon Crossing, are priced 
£7.99. The accompanying 
Teacher’s Workbooks are 
available as individual 
downloads or as a complete set.   
Go to www.bitebooks.co.uk.  
Discounts for schools apply.



Support speech 
and language 
work with our 

range of PRINTED 
resources.



Buy online at www.speechlink.info

£145 
+ VAT

5%
OFF

Use our NEW printable downloads to build an online 
library of listening and sound activities. Print on 
demand to use at home, school or clinic.



The Naming Game Pack 
£20+VAT  
4 A3 games, dice and counters in 
one pack. Easy and harder levels for 
infant and junior children to practise 
naming things in categories and 
develop vocabulary.

Pocket Pack – Associate 
£12.50+VAT  
54 large cards, 2 games. Activities 
that use association and memory 
skills to develop a wide vocabulary.

Pocket Pack – Describe  
£12.50+VAT  
56 large cards to help children develop 
description skills in a structured way. 
Using 2 cards together, extend the 
child’s ability 
to compare 
and contrast 
by identifying 
difference and 
similarities.

Pocket Pack 
– Categories 
£12.50+VAT  
53 large cards, 
3 games. 
A range of 
colourful and 
amusing pictures 
for children 
to sort into 
different groups. 
By grouping and sub-grouping, 
children are encouraged to see the 
links between them.

 
 
 
 
 
 
Early Language Homework 
£22+VAT  
46 A4 sheets to target 
language skills - listening, visual 
discrimination, memory, social 
skills as well as concepts, question 
words, following instructions and 
vocabulary.

£220 
+ VAT



Product Description Unit Price Unit Price 
incl VAT

Quantity Total 

New SLCN poster   £8.00   

UK Postage

Customer Name:

School Name (if applicable):

Address:

Email: Telephone:

Purchase Order Number (if applicable):  Date:

We invoice schools!

Resource Bundles       

Speech Resources Bundle (with 5% discount) £145.00 £174.00  

Language Resources Bundle (with 5% discount) £100.00 £120.00  

Printed Resources Bundle (with 5% discount + FREE sticker set) £114.00 £136.80  

Pocket Pack Bundle (with 5% discount) £59.00 £70.80 

Complete Resources Bundle (with 10% discount + FREE sticker set)  £220.00  £265.68

Printed Downloadable Resources (with 5% discount) £120.00 £144.00

Speech Resources        

Printed Pocket Pack - Rhyme Time £12.50 £15.00  

Printed Pocket Pack - Syllables £12.50 £15.00  

NEW Downloadable - Listening Homework £22.00 £26.40  

NEW Downloadable - Sound Squares  £25.00 £30.00  

NEW Downloadable - Sound Squares Blends £10.00 £12.00  

NEW Downloadable - Minimal Pairs Squares £25.00 £30.00  

NEW Downloadable - Sound Homework £22.00 £26.40  

Language Resources       

Printed Pocket Pack - Associate £12.50 £15.00  

Printed Pocket Pack - Categories £12.50 £15.00  

Printed Pocket Pack - Describe £12.50 £15.00  

Printed Naming Game £20.00 £24.00  

NEW Downloadable Early Language Homework £22.00 £26.40  

Classroom Resources       

Printed Creative Board Game Pack £25.00 £30.00  

Printed Poster Set £12.50 £15.00  

Invoice Me      Payment Enclosed     Or order/pay online at www.speechlink.info   

£3.50 £4.20

TOTAL

£9.60
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GUARDING THE MENTAL 
AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH 
OF CHILDREN WITH SLCN
By Scot Greathead SLT and Dr Rhiannon Yates

Read the 
interview 

with Scot and 
Rhiannon at The 

Link Online
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CREATING A SENSE OF ‘BELONGING’

Social support is a protective factor for emotional 
wellbeing. Therefore, ensuring that all children feel 
a sense of belonging within classrooms can prevent 
them from feeling isolated and misunderstood. 
The quality of child/adult relationships is critical in 
facilitating inclusion. Adults can structure activities to 
promote children’s collaboration both at work and in 
play, sensitively model ways to solve disagreements, 
and acknowledge children’s emotional states.

PROMOTING A SENSE OF ‘BELONGING’ IN YOUR CLASSROOM

  Maintaining the wellbeing of staff is important so that they can be 
‘emotionally available’ for children.

  Give roles of responsibility to help children to feel a valued member 
of the class community.

   Teach children to recognise when their peers might be isolated and 
teach them how to include them in games and class activities.

   Children with Speech, Language and 
Communication Needs can spend a high 
proportion of time by themselves or with 
teaching assistants – create opportunities 
for playing and working with other children.

  Foster open and regular conversations 
about mental and emotional health.

WELLBEING IS EVERYBODY’S RESPONSIBILITY 

Most mental health conditions develop between 
childhood and adulthood. Teaching teams are well 
placed to recognise and support those children who 
might be experiencing difficulties. Classrooms are 
an ideal place to give children the tools they need to 
discuss and manage their emotional wellbeing. Adults 
who employ simple strategies consistently, such as 
employing a nurturing approach, naming emotions 
and building peer relationships, can enhance 
children’s emotional resilience.

EVERYDAY DISCUSSIONS ABOUT EMOTIONS

Research has shown that children who 
struggle to learn vocabulary associated 
with emotions may also have difficulties in 
recognising and managing how they feel. 
Whole class strategies like ‘The Zones of 
Regulation’ and ‘The Incredible 5 Point 
Scale’ can give children opportunities to 
learn an emotions vocabulary, grade feelings 
and discuss coping strategies throughout 
the day. The Danish frequently place 
highly in child-wellbeing rankings and one 
approach, ‘Klassen Time’, allows children 
to take it in turns to bake a cake each week. This cake is then eaten 
together whilst discussing classroom challenges, successes and how to 
be a more supportive community.
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